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Most people take time to plan and set resolutions every year. You know, the weight you’re going to lose, the new 

business you will bring in, the weight you’re going to lose, upgrading your business facilities, and so on. In the 

context of your business, planning is usually all about revenues and profits, staff, equipment needs, and even how 

you as the business owner are intending to use your time more efficiently.  What about you?  Aren’t you one of your 

business’ most important assets?  Isn’t it important to your business, let alone yourself and your family, to maintain 

your health and your sanity?  Did you not go into business in part to create more freedom and a more enjoyable 

life?  How is that working? 

This is a not-so-subtle reminder to plan for your time off. Plan some short days. Make plans for a vacation. Take the 

time you need to put your work/life balance back in order. Encourage your staff to do the same and they will thank 

you for it. 

In fact, this is a plan of action that appeals to all parties—you, your employees, and your business. Success lies in 

ensuring that the business is in the proper frame of mind to manage requests and subsequently, the actual time off. 

1. Scheduling – Create the schedule that best suits the goals you wish to accomplish. This will also allow for 

the scheduling of your time away from the business and help to better arrange the staff needs well in 

advance. This is also an opportunity to build the seasonality into your scheduling. 

  

2. PTO (Paid Time Off) Policy – The business should have a clear and concise PTO policy that all employees 

are aware of and have been trained in how to use. This means having a form employees use to request time 

off. When approving PTO requests, be cognizant of the peaks and valleys in the business and when they 

occur. 

  

3. Systems and Training – Review your systems and staff training to ensure that the business will continue to 

operate efficiently and effectively without the continual presence of certain people, including you.  Make your 

business more systems-dependent and less people-dependent. 

 

As the leader in your business, you owe it to yourself and the business to recharge your batteries and just get away 

from time to time. You do neither the business nor your employees any good if you run yourself into the ground. 

In the end, this is about making sure that you and your employees are looking for opportunities to step away from 

the rat race and recognize that there is more to life than work, and do something about it. American author Clarence 

Day wrote, “The ant is knowing and wise, but he doesn’t know enough to take a vacation.” What needs to be done 

in your business to ensure you and your staff maintain a healthy work/life balance? 
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PTO Systems that Your Business Should Have in Place 

In the last section, we discussed the need to schedule your time away, to have a Paid Time Off (PTO) Policy, and to 

support your business and employees by creating Systems and Training that enable PTO. Following is a listing of 

PTO Systems that your business should have in place to support your employees, clients, and company: 

• a policy that outlines PTO hours and any seasonal requirements or restrictions for taking paid, or 

unpaid time off (consult legal advice to ensure it’s within state and federal regulations)  

• a standardized out of office message for both phone and email o example email: I am out of the office 

starting on the afternoon of Weekday, Month, Date and will be returning to the office on Weekday, 

Month, Date. If you require information or need immediate assistance in my absence, please contact 

our office at phone number. Thank you  

• a standardized form for requesting PTO (click here to receive this sample)  

• a system for handling PTO in case of an emergency and unplanned absence  

• a schedule/calendar for management to track all PTO for a given time frame  

• a reminder to schedule a touch-base meeting with key employees before vacation  

• a to-do list for employees to record any responsibilities or special situations that need to be handled, or 

may come up while they are gone  

 
These are basic systems that when put in place will reduce the stress around you, or your employees taking time 
off. Of course this is just the beginning, but should get you off to a great start. If you’re interested in receiving a free 
sample PTO request form please email us at supportservices@ittakesacoach.com. 


